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Developers Day+

- Mon arvo: workshops
- Tue: presentations
- Wed to Fri: conference

- 150+ attendees
- Sold out! Waiting list full!
Developers Day \textsuperscript{+}  half day workshops

- Concurrent workshops
Developers Day\textsuperscript{+} presentations

- 15 presentations
- 2 group Q&A sessions
Developers Day

- Sign of a very healthy, developing community
UNSW Library

ELUNA 2019 – Why should I attend

Alison Neil
ELUNA 2019

https://el-una.org/meetings/meeting-archives/eluna-2019/
Who attended

There were 1076 attendees (this was an increase from last year)

110 Ex Libris staff attended from Bar Veinstein (President of Ex Libris) to US support staff

5 were from Australia

UNSW — Alison Neil – Leganto BAU (Business as Usual) Make the Leap / Leganto Round Table - Highlights & Pain Points

State Library of Queensland — Dave Allen - Preserving Access to Your Digital Content Over Time

RMIT - Anna Clatworthy - Implementing Rosetta after Alma-D, or, the Alma-Rosetta Integration Backwards

University of Sydney

University of New England
North America Users – How many are there?

1600   Alma users world wide
       Over 1000 are from North America

310   Sites went live with Alma in 2018
       300 were from North America

138   Leganto sites
       85 live sites and a significant number from North America
Why did I attend ELUNA?

Influence of the North American community is growing

Presented on Leganto at UNSW – we have being a Leganto user for over 3 years

Met with a large range of users and was able to find out what they were doing

Saw interesting vendors, such as Third Iron, meeScan
Leganto Product Update

Increase in Leganto Adoption in North America

Active Students - Q1 2018

Active Students - Q1 2019
Leganto Product Update

Accessibility

Current VPAT 2.2 (external audit report) is available in the Leganto Knowledge Center

VAPT 2.3 (including WCAG 2.1) is planned for September 2019

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Leganto/Product_Materials/Product_Accessibility
Leganto Product Update

Change to Analytics

Today

New Approach
Leganto Product Update

Rollover insights – Indicate resources with low usage in the previous semester

1. View last semester usage
2. Sort list by usage
3. Provide alternate resources based on other lists
Alma Product Update

MD Editor
Alma Product Update

Data Analysis for this record

I found 3 high quality records from your preferred cataloging partners which matches this title. Show Matches
ELUNA Takeaways

There are a lot of North American customers

There are a large number of consortiums

It is an opportunity to interact with Ex Libris staff

It is an opportunity to showcase what we do in Australia and New Zealand

Hope ELUNA is held in an interesting city

ELUNA 2020 Annual Meeting
Tuesday, May 5 – Friday, May 8, 2020
The Westin Bonaventure Hotel & Suites,
Los Angeles, CA 90071
ELUNA for ANZREG: Rosetta and Alma-D

Anna Clatworthy
Digital Collections Librarian
RMIT University

anna.clatworthy@rmit.edu.au
Rosetta Update

- Version 6 - access to system logs from TA system error tabs

ROADMAP

- Upgrade Solr cloud
- Upgrade to Java 11 - lose the jpeg2000 file viewer
- Single file download (instead of entire IE)
- Out of the box AV player (not the JW player)
- Option to download high res (not just low res)
- IE viewer enforced download (instead of automatically loading the images, it will ask if you would like to download)
- Ability to abort running ingest
- 3A’s to be allowed to unassign SIPs
- Simplify Material Flow set up

Rosetta version 6.1 / 6.2

- UX update → workflow oriented. Wizard
- AV delivery - using Alma’s AV player
Alma Digital update

COMING UP

- Generate representation from existing bib - if link to (e.g.) internal server in record’s 856
  → Alma can create a representation and file from the link.
- Customisation of end user deposit form
- Support for MODS & ETD
- Support for Excel deposit (similar to CSV)
- 3D display
- IxIF (non-image-sequence resources)
- New Alma (default) viewer
- Responsive viewer (Mobile and tablet)
- Metadata alignment with Primo - Q3 2019. Streamline between viewer and Primo so the labels aren’t different e.g. Author vs. Creator
- Migration - content DM, DSpace, Equella and Complex Object. ExL is looking for development partners with these systems.
Rosetta AND Alma-D

1. What goes where?
   - Short term retention vs long term/permanent
   - Teaching materials (restricted access) vs digitised archival material (open access)
   - Broad system use vs restricted system use
   - Access files vs. preservation

2. How does it get there?

RMIT’s situation: record and access file in Alma. Preservation master file on hard drive.

1. Configure OAI publishing of those collections from Alma
2. Place preservation files in Rosetta-accessible folder
3. Create XML mapping file that links MMS ID and file name
4. Create **OAI Harvester Transformation** (XSL) in Rosetta submission job that tells Rosetta to look in the folder for file.
5. Run OAI harvest
6. Run Submission job
Insight or Apophenia

**Apophenia:** is the tendency to mistakenly perceive connections and meaning between unrelated things (per [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophenia](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophenia)).

**Questions to ask BEFORE data collection:**

- How do you know what you’re collecting? (the black box of Alma analytics, what does Primo actually count?) Consider context.
- How important is it to know this? will this have the possibility of effecting change?
- How long do we need to keep it for?
- What do you want to know? Any pattern will emerge from a big enough dataset if you try hard enough.

**Tips:**

- Don’t collect information you don’t need - gender, ethnicity, unique identifiers
- Users should always know what you’re doing
- Have a retention policy/plan - Delete your data! We want to be better than the big tech companies and not hold onto large banks of data. OR have an archival plan.
  - Knowing the **what** will not make sense without the **why** (qualitative always required along with quantitative).
IGeLU Chair
Dave Allen
• Alma App Centre

• NERS and integration with Ideas Exchange

• New Resource Sharing Platform

• Migrating old Special Interest Working Groups to Service Groups

• Esploro Task Force

• GAUL – Latin American regional Group

• Alma UX meeting and next steps
Questions?